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Praises and thanks are to the God who is The Sufficient for a person who seeks His help. 

And, He guides the one who asks to be guided. And peace be upon Muhammad and His 

Ahlul-Bait and curses be upon their enemies. 

 

Virtuous  

I advise myself and you to be virtuous and gaining God’s bless and obtaining his his 

satisfaction. Although get help from good temper indeed our Prophet told: every one abate 

his angriness god will abate his punishment and although everyone who improve his 

manner god will give him the degree of who always fast and pray. May Allah help us to 

reach to these degree.  

Ideal students  

In continue of the last Friday speech we will discuss about ideal students. 

The first aspect of ideal students that we have spoke about is that he\she should done the 

best try for learning. Indeed is so hard and it needs lots of try but knowledge in on highest 

places and no one can reach without endure difficulties. 

Look at the story of the prophet Moses (A.S) with Khazar (A.S). Despite that Moses is one 

of the greatest prophet, he endure lots of problems and difficulties. According to Quran he 

told to Prophet Khazar:***** and he joined the travel with Khazar for finding teacher and 

learning  and he said:*****. 

Also try for learning should be continues until it reaches to sweet fruit of knowledge. 

Someone asked from a scholar: how the scholars are better that the martyrs? He answered: 

martyrs suffer pain of injury for some hours but schoulars should endure different kind of 

difficulties during his life. Knowledge say to people give me all thing you have so I will 

give you something that I have. 

Look at the itinerary of scholars and Hadith narrators. It was quoted that some of them 

travel thousands kilometers by walk in seven years for listening Hadith from different 

narrators. We will finish this part with a Hadith of Imam Ali(S.A): as much as trying you 

obtain  knowledge and nigh awaking is one part of magnanimity. And whoever wants great 

rank without difficulties spend his life for reaching to impossible. 



Second aspect is asking a lot and emphasizing at depth learning and Contentment by 

learnig simple matters. Look at our Hadith about asking and emphasizing at 

understanding like holy Quran told: ask as who knows. and Imam Ali told: heart looked 

and the key is question. 

Imam Sadeq told: people perish just because they don’t ask. 

All the speech translation will be available in the:  

www.3rdimam.com 


